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SOCIAL MEDIA, VENUE AND THE RIGHT TO A FAIR TRIAL

Leslie Y. Garfield Tenzer*

Judicial failure to recognize social media’s influence on juror decision making has identifiable constitutional implications. The Sixth Amendment right to a fair trial demands that courts grant a defendant’s change of venue motion when media-generated pretrial publicity invades the unbiased sensibility of those who are asked to sit in judgment. Courts limit publicity suitable for granting a defendant’s motion to information culled from newspapers, radio, and television reports. Since about 2014, however, a handful of defendants have introduced social media posts to support their claims of unconstitutional bias in the community. Despite defendants’ introduction of negative social media in support of their claims, these same courts have yet to include social media in their evaluation of pretrial publicity bias. But social media is media, and as this article demonstrates, trial court judges faced with deciding change of venue motions have a constitutional obligation to include social media in their evaluations.

The collective refusal to treat social media the same as biased television, radio, or print media, suggests an erroneous assumption on the part of lower courts that social media is somehow different. This article identifies three reasons as justification for dismissing social media: social media is too recent a medium to fully understand and analyze, social media is not a legitimate news source, and social media is opinion based. Application of pretrial social media publicity to long-standing Supreme Court change of venue doctrine, coupled with its exploration of scientific and social research on social media influence, debunk these lower court rationalizations.

This article demonstrates that the reluctance of courts to consider social media evidence when deciding whether to grant a motion for a change of venue is a violation of any defendant’s Sixth Amendment right to a fair trial. On a larger scale, the article demands that courts embrace our new reality.

*Professor of Law, Elisabeth Haub School of Law at Pace University. I gratefully acknowledge the thoughtful advice and keen insights of participants of the Elisabeth Haub School of Law Faculty Colloquium Series. I would especially like to thank Professor Wendy Tenzer for her attention to this piece, and Richard Montalvo for his outstanding research assistance.
Social media intersects with criminal justice, and our daily lives, in ways that demand judicial recognition.

I. Introduction

Social media is media. The Sixth Amendment right to a fair trial demands that courts grant a defendant’s change of venue motion when media-generated pretrial publicity invades the unbiased sensibility of those who are asked to sit in judgment. Courts limit publicity suitable for granting a defendant’s motion to information culled from newspapers, radio, and television reports.1 Despite defendants’ introduction of negative social media in support of their claims, these same courts have yet to include social media in their evaluation of pretrial publicity bias.2 But social media is media and, as this article demonstrates, trial court judges faced with deciding change of

---

venue motions have a constitutional obligation to include social media in their evaluations.

The Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments guarantee defendants the right to be judged by a fair and impartial jury. Where pretrial publicity has created a demonstrable negative impact on a jury pool, a judge, upon a defendant’s motion, may move a trial to a new venue. The Supreme Court has interpreted the Constitution to permit changes of venue where the “totality of circumstances” created by newspaper, television, and radio demonstrates either actual prejudice among venirepersons or where the likelihood of bias among members of the community is so high, the trial judge can presume prejudice to the degree that it would make it unlikely to find a fair jury.

Since about 2014, a handful of defendants have introduced social media posts to support their claims of unconstitutional bias in the community. Lower courts, arguably concluding that Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and the like are different from the traditional media, have refused to include negative social media evidence in their constitutionally-mandated evaluations. Their collective refusal to treat social media the same as biased television, radio, or other traditional news media, suggests an erroneous assumption that social media is somehow different. By ignoring social media bias, these courts create a constitutional threat to defendants’ due process rights.

This article proves that courts must consider social media evidence when evaluating whether to grant a defendant’s change of venue motion. Part I of this article details courts’ consistent responses to cases where pretrial

---

1U.S. CONST. amend. VI; id. amend. XIV. § 1. The Constitution’s Seventh Amendment governs the right to trial by jury in civil cases, and although impartiality is not mentioned explicitly therein, courts have treated it as an implicit guarantee. Id. amend. VII. As recently as 2016, the U.S. Supreme Court addressed the issue in Dietz v. Bouldin, ruling that a civil jury may be recalled after dismissal as long as its impartiality has not been compromised. 136 S. Ct. 1885, 1897 (2016). On behalf of the Court, Justice Sonia Sotomayor wrote, “Immediately after discharge, a juror could text something about the case to a spouse, research an aspect of the evidence on Google, or read reactions to a verdict on Twitter. Prejudice can come through a whisper or a byte.” Id. at 1895.


publicity threatens to challenge a defendant’s Sixth Amendment rights. Part II of this article details the pattern among lower courts to disregard social media evidence that defendants offer in support of their motions. This part delineates three reasons for dismissing social media evidence: social media is too recent a medium to fully understand and analyze,\(^7\) social media is not a legitimate news source,\(^8\) and social media is opinion based.\(^9\) Part III debunks each of the three myths that lower courts rely on when excluding social media evidence and explains why the courts’ longstanding “totality of circumstances” test is well suited to test whether pretrial social media evidence threatens a defendant’s constitutional rights. This article concludes by proving that the reluctance of courts to consider social media evidence when deciding whether to grant a motion for a change of venue is a violation of any defendant’s constitutional rights.

II. THE SIXTH AMENDMENT RIGHT TO A FAIR TRIAL

The Constitution, through the Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments, guarantees every citizen a right to trial by an impartial jury in the district in which the defendant committed the crime.\(^{10}\) In some instances, the crime with which defendant is charged creates an abundance of media attention.\(^{11}\) This attention is at times so pervasive that it corrupts the ability of the defendant’s peers to evaluate the charges impartially. As a result, the defendant may request that a court move the trial to a different venue. A trial judge must grant the request if, either the publicity surrounding the prosecution creates a presumption of prejudice or \textit{voir dire} reveals an inability of the court to impanel an unbiased jury.\(^{12}\)

The idea of the need for a change of venue to guarantee an impartial jury dates back to 1807, before television, 24/7 news cycles, and any thought of

---

\(^7\)See Estes, 381 U.S. at 544, 546.


\(^{10}\)U.S. CONST. amend. VI.

\(^{11}\)See infra Part I.A.
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the internet. At that time, Chief Justice Marshall found that the intense newspaper accounts and heightened public and private discussions surrounding the Aaron Burr-Alexander Hamilton duel made it difficult to impanel an unbiased jury for Aaron Burr’s murder trial. In 1878, bigamist George Reynolds unsuccessfully argued that the court should move his trial following intense media scrutiny about his misdeeds. Chief Justice Waite denied Reynolds’s request writing:

In these days of newspaper enterprise and universal education, every case of public interest is almost, as a matter of necessity, brought to the attention of all the intelligent people in the vicinity, and scarcely anyone can be found among those best fitted for jurors who has not read or heard of it, and who has not some impression or some opinion in respect to its merits.

From the American judicial system’s start, courts recognized the powerful effect of an omnipresent media and the difficult task of keeping it at bay for purposes of guaranteeing the defendant’s Sixth Amendment rights. Courts interpreting the issue of change of venue must strike the delicate balance between the traditional media’s First Amendment rights and the defendant’s rights under the Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments. Sometimes considered the Fourth Estate, the press reports on matters of import, including government actions. The media, however, is also a business, and often this reporting is tinged with the kind of sensationalism and bias that is guaranteed to sell.

---


14Burr, 25 F. Cas. at 49, 52.


16Id. at 155–56.

17See infra Part III.A. The Fourth Estate is the term given to the news as a branch of government charged with overseeing the other three constitutional branches. See infra text accompanying note 31.

In the enjoyment of their constitutional rights, however, “[the media] may not deprive accused persons of their right to a fair trial.”

In deciding to grant a change of venue in the case of a participant in the celebrated Brinks Heist case, New York’s Second Department considered, among other things, the local paper’s attempt to increase circulation at newsstands by carrying the headline, “FRESHEST NEWS OF THE BRINKS CASE.” Such manipulative journalism evidenced “intensive, localized, continuing and prejudicial publicity.” In Sheppard v. Maxwell, a case referred as the “trial of the century,” the Supreme Court reversed the trial court’s denial of a change of venue in light of the media’s persistent coverage of the trial and “carnival-like atmosphere.”

In light of the tension between the competing First and Sixth Amendments, the Supreme Court has, in several instances, guided lower courts faced with change of venue challenges. Beginning before television became a household staple, and through the advent of the internet, the Court adopted and refined the test that trial judges must apply when deciding whether to grant defendants’ motions. This test, called the “totality of circumstances” test, asks trial judges to employ broad considerations as to whether newspaper, radio and television reports are so biased that there is evidence that jurors are either actually prejudiced by the reporting or, given the weight of negativity, a judge can presume that it would be impossible to impanel an unbiased jury.

Whether pretrial publicity justifies a change of venue remains in the hands of the trial judge. The Supreme Court has provided constitutional guidelines to those charged with the task. Although it has not drawn any clear lines, the more subjective and biased news reporting may be, the more justified a trial judge is in granting the change of venue.

---

20Id. at 306.
21Id.
24Estes, 381 U.S. at 535.
A. Negative Pretrial Publicity and the Early Days of Television

The Supreme Court first took issue with the media’s ability to permeate juror impartiality in 1919 when, in *Stroud v. the United States*, it found that news articles which “printed and commented upon” the defendant’s previous trials were sufficient to justify the exclusion of jurors in the county in which the articles appeared. It was not until the mid-twentieth century, a time when most homes were beginning to buy their first television sets, that the Court turned serious attention to the matter. Over six years, the Court considered four cases, *Irvin v. Dowd*, *Rideau v. Louisiana*, *Estes v. State*, and *Sheppard v. Maxwell*, which together set forth the boundaries of pretrial publicity concerning its infringement on a defendant’s constitutional rights.

At the time the Court heard these cases, the idea of a negative press was not novel. In *Irvin*, the earliest of the three cases, Justice Frankfurter noted in his concurrence that “not a Term passes without this Court being importuned to review convictions . . . in which substantial claims are made that a trial has been distorted because of inflammatory newspaper accounts.” These “claims,” to which Justice Frankfurter refers, were in large part the exception rather than the rule, as the public revered the traditional press, thinking it an impartial body charged with informing the public on matters of concern. The Court decided these cases against the backdrop of a healthy respect for news media. *Irvin v. Dowd* concerned a series of murders that took place in Evansville, Indiana from 1954-1955. Police arrested Leslie Irvin, an African American man, for the crimes and announced that he had confessed

---

251 U.S. at 18.

26See generally 366 U.S. 717.

27See generally 373 U.S. 723.

28See generally 381 U.S. 532.

29See generally 384 U.S. 333.

30*Irvin*, 366 U.S. at 730 (Frankfurter, J., concurring).

31*See infra* Part III.A. The press is often referred to as the Fourth Estate, charged with checks and balances on the other three branches of government. THOMAS CARLYLE, ON HEROES, HERO-WORSHIP, AND THE HEROIC IN HISTORY 257–58 (4th ed. 1852):

Burke said there were Three Estates in Parliament; but, in the Reporters’ Gallery yonder, there sat a Fourth Estate more important far than they all. It is not a figure of speech or a witty saying; it is a literal fact . . . Whoever can speak, speaking now to the whole nation, becomes a power, a branch of government, with inalienable weight in law-making, in all acts of authority.


32*Irvin*, 366 U.S. at 719.
to the murders. What followed was a “barrage of newspaper headlines, articles, cartoons and pictures” about the defendant and the crimes, including interviews with potential jurors who made such comments such as “My mind is made up,” “I think he is guilty,” and “He should be hanged.” According to defendant’s motion papers, the newspaper reached 95% of the dwellings in the Indiana county of 30,000 people.

The trial court overruled the defendant’s motion for a change of venue. A jury convicted the defendant of murder and sentenced him to death. The Indiana Supreme Court affirmed the conviction. Irvin sought a writ of habeas corpus from the Supreme Court.

Justice Clark wrote the unanimous opinion reversing Irvin’s conviction based on a failure to impanel an impartial jury. The Court concluded that the jury pool’s collective view expressed during voir dire, demonstrated an actual prejudice towards Irvin. Justice Clark’s opinion centered on evidence of the biased newspaper reports, including the coerced confession, and the

33Id. at 725.
34Id. at 727. The court illustrated the information provided in the news reports:

These stories revealed the details of his background, including a reference to crimes committed when a juvenile, his convictions for arson almost 20 years previously, for burglary and by a court-martial on AWOL charges during the war. He was accused of being a parole violator. The headlines announced his police line-up identification, that he faced a lie detector test, had been placed at the scene of the crime and that the six murders were solved, but petitioner refused to confess. Finally, they announced his confession to the six murders and the fact of his indictment for four of them in Indiana. . . . [O]n the second day devoted to the selection of the jury, the newspapers reported that “strong feelings, often bitter and angry, rumbled to the surface,” and that “the extent to which the multiple murders—three in one family—have aroused feelings throughout the area was emphasized Friday when 27 of the 35 prospective jurors questioned were excused for holding biased pretrial opinions.” A few days later the feeling was described as “a pattern of deep and bitter prejudice against the former pipe-fitter.” Spectator comments, as printed by the newspapers, were “my mind is made up”; “I think he is guilty”; and “he should be hanged.”

Id. at 725–27 (emphasis added).
35Id. at 719, 725.
36Id. at 718.
37Id.
38Id.
39The Supreme Court originally denied direct review by certiorari without prejudice. Id. at 718–19.
40Id. at 718, 728–29.
41Id. at 728.
newspaper headlines that caused “a sustained excitement and fostered a strong prejudice among the people of Gibson County.”

In reaching its decision, the Court set a somewhat high standard for defendants to meet in support of a change of venue. Recognizing that “in these days of swift, widespread and diverse methods of communication . . . scarcely any of those best qualified to serve as jurors will not have formed some impression or opinion as to the merits of the case, . . .” and the Court held that “[i]t is not required . . . that jurors be totally ignorant of the facts and issues involved.” The test, therefore, is not whether a potential juror has learned of the case through negative reporting, but instead, whether the juror “can lay aside his impression or opinion and render a verdict based on the evidence presented by the court.” Absent proof of the “actual existence” of a juror’s ability to remain impartial, the trial court need not grant defendant’s request. According to Irvin, a trial court must grant the defendant’s motion for change of venue upon proof that media reports caused actual prejudice among venirepersons. A reviewing court cannot set aside the decision absent proof of manifest error on the part of the judge hearing the motion.

Four years after Irvin, the Court considered the case of Wilbert Rideau. Rideau robbed a bank in Lake Charles, Louisiana, and took three employees hostage, killing one. After his arrest, officers took him to a parish jail where the county sheriff interviewed him for twenty minutes. The sheriff’s office videotaped the interview.

During the taped interrogation, Rideau confessed to the bank robbery, kidnapping, and murder. The taped confession made its way to a local television station, which broadcast the image of “Rideau in jail, flanked by the sheriff and two state troopers, admitting in detail the commission of the robbery, kidnapping, and murder, in response to leading questions by the

---

41 Id. at 726.
42 Id. at 722.
43 Id.
44 Id. at 723.
45 Id. at 728.
46 Id. at 723.
48 Id. at 723–24.
49 Id. at 724.
50 Id.
51 Id.
sheriff.”

By the time the television station aired the taped confession for the third time, it had reached 64% of the residents in the parish from which the court would draw its jury pool.

Upon appointment of counsel, Rideau’s lawyers promptly filed a motion for change of venue. The court denied the motion, and a parish court convicted Rideau, sentencing him to death. The Supreme Court of Louisiana affirmed the conviction. Rideau appealed to the United States Supreme Court, which granted certiorari.

The Rideau v. Louisiana United States Supreme Court opinion, which reads as a stern rebuke to the sheriff’s office, the television station, and the trial court, reversed Rideau’s conviction. Justice Stewart, who wrote for the

---

52Id. at 725. Footnote Two reads:

The Supreme Court of Louisiana summarized the event as follows: “[O]n the morning of February 17, 1961, the defendant was interviewed by the sheriff, and the entire interview was filmed (with a soundtrack) and shown to the audience of television station KPLC-TV on three occasions. The showings occurred prior to the arraignment of a defendant on the murder charge. In this interview, the accused admitted his part in the crime for which he was later indicted [sic].”

53The Court described the number of viewers reached:

Some 24,000 people in the community saw and heard it on television. The sound film was again shown on television the next day to an estimated audience of 53,000 people. The following day the film was again broadcast by the same television station, and this time approximately 29,000 people saw and heard the “interview” on their television sets. At the time of the broadcast, Calcasieu Parish has a population of approximately 150,000 people.

54Id. at 724.

55Id.

56Id. at 724–25.

57Id. at 725.

58Id. Explaining the Court’s final thoughts:

The record shows that such a thing as this never took place before in Calcasieu Parish, Louisiana. Whether it has occurred elsewhere, we do not know. But we do not hesitate to hold, without pausing to examine a particularized transcript of the voir dire examination of the members of the jury, that due process of law, in this case, required a trial before a jury drawn from a community of people who had not seen and heard Rideau’s televised “interview.” Due process of law, preserved for all by our
majority, called the taped confession in a sheriff’s office, without the presence of counsel, a “kangaroo court proceeding” which allowed prospective jurors to reach an opinion before the defendant could receive due process in a court of law. In this instance, the Court found that because the twenty-minute broadcast reached such a large population of the potential jury pool, it was likely that an examination of the voir dire would show prejudice. In such an instance, prejudice is presumed.

The Rideau Court extended the circumstances upon which a trial court must grant a change of venue. Whereas Irvin demanded proof of actual prejudice—a showing that media reports infected the particular venireperson’s impartiality—Rideau allowed judges to grant a defendant’s change of venue motion and allowed a defendant to presume that the media surrounding the case makes it impossible to assemble an impartial jury. Rideau permits judges to grant a change of venue motion even before polling members of the jury pool. The Court looked to proof of both actual and presumed evidence in the cases that followed Rideau. In the mid-1960s, with television becoming a household item, the Court considered a pair of cases “obtained in a trial atmosphere that [were] utterly corrupted by press coverage.” In 1965, the Court heard Estes v. Texas. The issue in Estes was similar to Rideau. The Court considered whether televised news stories could prejudice a jury pool to the extent that it prohibited a court from impaneling an impartial jury.

Billy Sol Estes was a well-known Texas oilman and a close friend of then Vice President Lyndon Johnson. The State charged Estes with a fraud scheme concerning the Texas ammonia business. His ties to a high-ranking

---

Constitution, commands that no such practice as that disclosed by this record shall send any accused to his death.

Id. at 727.

See id. at 727.

See, e.g., id.


381 U.S. 532 (1965).

Id. at 544.


Estes, 381 U.S. at 534 n.1.
government official, combined with the breadth of his alleged crime, made for a media frenzy and national news.67

The State allowed both television and still photography cameras at Estes’ pretrial hearing.68 The result was overwhelming. “At least 12 cameramen were engaged in the courtroom throughout the hearing taking motion and still pictures and televising the proceedings. Cables and wires were snaked across the courtroom floor. . . .”69 The State also allowed cameras at Estes’ trial, but the state took precaution to limit the effects of their presence by assembling a small filming booth in the back of the courtroom painted to blend in with its surroundings.70 Estes’ challenged his conviction on constitutional grounds, arguing that the presence of media at his pretrial hearing violated his Fourteenth Amendment right to due process.71 The Estes Court considered the presence of cameras in the courtroom, as opposed to the pretrial media with which Irvin and Rideau were concerned. While the media timeline was different, the Court’s analysis was the same.72

In reaching its 5–4 decision, the Court focused on then-recent technological advances of the broadcast medium.73 “At the outset,” Justice Clark wrote, “the notion should be dispelled that telecasting is dangerous because it is new.”74 In this instance, however, the presence of the television medium was a distraction to everyone in the courtroom. For the defendant, the presence of television is “a form of mental—if not physical—harassment, resembling a police line-up or the third degree.”75 For jurors, the presence of

67 Id. at 535.
68 Id.
69 Id. at 536. The Court described the layout of the courtroom:

A booth had been constructed at the back of the courtroom which was painted to blend with the permanent structure of the room. It had an aperture to allow the lens of the cameras an open view of the courtroom. All television cameras and newsreel photographers were restricted to the area of the booth when shooting film or telecasting.

Id. at 537.
70 Id.
71 Id. at 535.
72 Id. at 544.
73 Id. at 549–52.
74 Id. at 541. The Court noted that forty-five states and the federal rules ban television in the courtroom. Id. at 544.
75 Id. at 549.
television places on them the added burden of knowing “friends and neighbors have their eyes on them.”

The *Estes* Court reviewed the trial court’s decision to deny the defendant’s change of venue motion. The Court found that the broadcasting that happened during the pretrial hearing tainted the jury pool to such a degree that a trial court should have presumed that prejudice had occurred to the extent that it could never impanel an impartial jury. The Majority seemed less concerned with the cameras during the defendant’s trial, which were hidden or otherwise obscured. Upon concluding presumed prejudice existed, the Court concluded there was no need to also find proof of actual prejudice.

Despite the majority’s tacit sanction of the cameras during defendant’s trial (as opposed to the pretrial hearing), the Court’s dissenters read the ruling to mean that televisions in a courtroom are per se unconstitutional. Justice Stewart, writing for the dissent, noted that while “the introduction of television is . . . an extremely unwise policy . . . it invites many constitutional risks, and it detracts from the inherent dignity of a courtroom,” there are instances where its presence can rest within constitutional boundaries.

The Court took a more nuanced approach to the presence of televisions in the courtroom when it decided *Sheppard v. Maxwell*. The State of Ohio charged Dr. Samuel Sheppard with the murder of his then-pregnant wife, Marilyn. The respected neurosurgeon claimed that he was asleep on a daybed on the first floor of his home while Marilyn was bludgeoned upstairs. Perhaps, because of the doctor’s status, the media clung to both the pretrial and trial activities. Television, newspaper, and radio reports dubbed Dr. Sheppard’s case “the trial of the century.”

---

76 Id. at 545.  
77 Id. at 532.  
78 Id. at 550–51.  
79 Id. at 542.  
80 Justices Steward, Black, Brennan, and White joined the dissent. Id. at 601.  
81 Id. at 601 (Stewart, J., dissenting).  
83 Id. at 335.  
84 Id. at 336.  
85 Kenneth Jost, *Cameras in the Courtroom: Should TV be allowed in federal courts?*, 21 CQ RESEARCHER 25, 34 (2011); It is worth noting that there was a second “trial of the century,” the trial of O.J. Simpson, a famous ex-football player turned sportscaster and actor, who was charged with killing his ex-wife and her friend in 1994. Nell Henderson & Marc Fisher, *O.J. Simpson*
The trial was held in Bay Village, Ohio, a small suburb of Cleveland.\textsuperscript{86} From the start, the media portrayed Sheppard in a negative light, publishing front-page editorials about his refusal to cooperate in the investigation and leading with editorials about Dr. Sheppard including, “[S]omebody is getting away with murder.”\textsuperscript{87} To accommodate spectators, the State held the pretrial hearings in a school gym.\textsuperscript{88} At trial, the State set up the courtroom to meet the needs of television and news reporters.\textsuperscript{89} The trial court convicted Sheppard of second-degree murder.\textsuperscript{90} Sheppard sought habeas relief from the Federal District Court for the Southern District of Ohio, which voided the conviction.\textsuperscript{91} The government appealed, and the Sixth Circuit reversed.\textsuperscript{92} Sheppard then appealed to the Supreme Court which reversed and remanded the case back to the Sixth Circuit, holding that the trial judge failed “to protect Sheppard sufficiently from the massive, pervasive and prejudicial publicity that attended his prosecution.”\textsuperscript{93}

\textsuperscript{86}Sheppard, 384 U.S. at 341.
\textsuperscript{87}Id. at 339. Other headlines reported that Sheppard had refused to take a lie detector test and had refused to be injected with truth serum. Id. Articles reported that Sheppard had a motive to kill his wife because he was having an affair. Id. at 340.

\textsuperscript{88}Id. at 339. The hearing was created by the local Coroner. Id. The Coroner presided over the inquest, along with the County Prosecutor as his advisor. Id. A long table was set up in the front of the room to accommodate the press; there were several hundred spectators. Id. Sheppard’s counsel was allowed to be present during the inquest, but his counsel was not allowed to participate. Id. at 340. In fact, when Sheppard’s counsel did attempt to participate, the Coroner had him removed from the inquest, receiving cheers from the crowd. Id. The inquest lasted five and a half hours. Id.

\textsuperscript{89}Id. at 342–43. A table, which ran the length of the courtroom, was set up behind the counsel table specifically for reporters. Id. at 343. Also, the first three and a half rows in the courtroom were reserved for television and newspaper reporters. Id. Only the second half of the fourth row was reserved for Sheppard’s family. Id.

\textsuperscript{90}Id. at 335.
\textsuperscript{91}Id.
\textsuperscript{92}Id.
\textsuperscript{93}Id. at 335, 363.
The Sheppard Court evaluated the prejudice of a carnival-like atmosphere that lasted the duration of Sheppard’s criminal case.\(^\text{94}\) Given the high probability that the extraordinary media attention swayed most members of the community, the Court did not concern itself with learning of individual bias during \textit{voir dire}.\(^\text{95}\) Instead, it evaluated whether, based on the totality of circumstances, presumed prejudice existed.\(^\text{96}\) The extensive newspaper, radio, and television coverage that the case received, the fact that the courtroom was arranged to maximize television recording, and that the trial court did not sequester jurors, thereby exposing them to television, radio, and other news reports at the same time they were deciding the case, led the Court to find that the judge’s failure to grant a change of venue violated Sheppard’s constitutional right to a fair trial, reversing and remanding his case.\(^\text{97}\)

After 1966, the issue of whether pretrial publicity justified a change of venue lay dormant for over a decade. In the cases that followed, the Court continued to apply Sheppard’s “totality of the circumstances” test to Sixth and Fourteenth Amendment challenges based on motions for change of venue.\(^\text{98}\) The burden remained on the defendant to prove that the publicity either caused actual prejudice, which occurs when a \textit{voir dire} reveals a community-wide sentiment against a defendant,\(^\text{99}\) or presumed prejudice, which happens when the news coverage has been so pervasive and prejudicial to a defendant that a court cannot expect to find an unbiased jury pool in the community prior to the performance of \textit{voir dire}.\(^\text{100}\)

\textbf{B. A Formalized Totality of Circumstances Test}

Despite the breadth of inquiry the totality of circumstances encouraged, securing a change of venue remained elusive for most defendants. A trial court judge could only grant a defendant’s motion for change of venue if he or she either learned upon \textit{voir dire} that the pretrial publicity had prejudiced too many venirepersons or that the publicity was so manifestly prejudicial

\[^{94}\text{Id. at 358.}\]
\[^{95}\text{Id. at 357.}\]
\[^{96}\text{Id. at 352.}\]
\[^{97}\text{Id. at 363. Much of the information reported was never brought into trial. Id.}\]
\[^{99}\text{Welch v. United States, 371 F.2d 287, 290 (1966).}\]
\[^{100}\text{Weekly v. State, 222 A.2d 781, 785–86 (Del. 1966); see also Estes v. Texas, 381 U.S. 532 (1965) (finding that defendant’s due process rights were violated when his trial was televised).}\]
that the judge could only presume that it would be impossible to impanel an impartial jury. The Supreme Court granted such wide latitude to reviewing courts when making this inquiry that reviewing courts could only reverse trial decisions upon a showing that the trial judge made a manifest error.

The Supreme Court considered the issue of whether pre-trial publicity bias delivered through traditional media—newspapers, television, and radio—only four times between 1975 and 2010. In each instance, despite widespread notoriety, a divided Court rejected the defendant’s claim. The benches of Murphy v. Florida, Patton v. Yount, Mu’Min v. Virginia, and United States v. Skilling each acknowledged that given the state of present-day media, it was impossible to find potential jurors who had not been exposed to a “barrage of publicity” regarding a sensational trial. The ability of jurors to set aside the media’s message, the objectivity of reporting, the depth of a jury pool, and the focus of media attention, however, were factors in support of the judges’ rejections of defendants’ claims.

In Murphy v. Florida, the Court rejected the defendant’s petition for habeas corpus relief despite national attention to the defendant’s previous crimes. Jack Roland Murphy was a notorious thief who, before his arrest for the present offense, was nationally recognized for stealing the “Star of

\[\text{Footnotes:}\]

101 Welch, 371 F.2d at 290; Weekly, 22 A.2d at 785–86.
107 Murphy, 421 U.S. at 798–99.
108 Id. at 800. The Court stated:

To hold that the mere existence of any preconceived notion as to the guilt or innocence of an accused, without more, is sufficient to rebut the presumption of a prospective juror’s impartiality would be to establish an impossible standard. It is sufficient if the juror can lay aside his impression or opinion and render a verdict based on the evidence presented in court.

Id. (quoting Irvin v. Dowd, 366 U.S. 717, 723 (1961)).
110 Id. at 1028.
113 Murphy was also known as “Murph the Surf” because he was also a surfing champion. Id.
India” sapphire from the American Museum of Natural History in New York City, and for his involvement in what the national news dubbed the “Whisky Creek Murders.” A Florida court convicted Murphy for breaking and entering with intent to commit burglary.

The Court acknowledged that it was unlikely to find jurors unfamiliar with a case as sensational as this one, given the state of the media. However, Justice Marshall wrote that evidence of juror exposure to pre-trial publicity, even a barrage of publicity, is insufficient “if [a] juror [is able to] lay aside his [or her] impression or opinion and render a verdict based on the evidence presented in court.” In evaluating whether the trial judge erred in refusing a change of venue motion, the court will consider “the length to which the trial court must go in order to select jurors who appear to be impartial.” In instances where most jurors admit to some degree of influence, the trial court may presume community-wide hostility. Seven justices found that the totality of the circumstances supported the trial judge’s ruling finding that only twenty of the seventy-eight potential jurors were dismissed for prejudging the defendant, and that the remaining jurors were not persuaded by news of Murphy’s past crimes, seven justices found that the totality of the circumstances supported the trial judge’s ruling.

In Patton v. Yount, a Court by a 6-2 majority, ruled that the objective nature of reporting that took place while the court conducted voir dire, and the length of time that passed since the initial “barrage” four years earlier, was sufficient to support the trial judge’s conclusion denying defendant’s

---

114 On October 29, 1964, Murphy, and three others, stole more than 20 gems, including the Star of India, a 563.35-carat star sapphire, from the American Museum of Natural History in New York City. John Rowland Murphy, BIOGRAPHY.COM, (April 2, 2014), https://www.biography.com/people/jack-rowland-murphy-17169618. Murphy was arrested two days later. Id. Murphy’s involvement in the robbery at the Museum of Natural History—which has been credited as “the greatest jewel heist of the 20th century”—landed him in prison for almost two years, and also immortalized his name in the hall of infamy. Id.

115 Two Los Angeles women were found dead, weighted down in “Whisky Creek Canal” near Hollywood Florida. BIOGRAPHY.COM, supra note 114.

116 Murphy, 421 U.S. at 795.

117 Id. at 796.

118 Id. at 800.

119 Id. at 802–03.

120 Justice Brennan dissented. Id. at 804–08 (Brennan, J., dissenting). Justice Burger agreed with the result, but on procedural grounds, noting he would have otherwise overturned the ruling. Id. at 803–04 (Burger, J., concurring).
change of venue motion.\textsuperscript{121} In 1966, Jon Yount, a high school mathematics teacher, confessed to the gruesome killing of an 18-year-old high school student.\textsuperscript{122} At the time, both newspapers and radios sensationalized the story, including details of an alleged written confession.\textsuperscript{123} Due to a series of procedural errors, both before and during the trial, the court overturned Yount’s conviction.\textsuperscript{124} The court convened a new trial four years later.\textsuperscript{125}

Yount argued that the extensive pretrial publicity surrounding his arrest and first trial unconstitutionally prejudiced the jury pool of his second trial. Both the Pennsylvania and U.S. Supreme Courts rejected his claim.\textsuperscript{126} In denying habeas relief, Justice Powell, writing for the majority of the Supreme Court, noted that “the lapse in time [between trials] had a profound effect on the community and, more importantly, on the jury, in softening or effacing opinion.”\textsuperscript{127} Contemporary news reports, of which there were few, were descriptive rather than biased.\textsuperscript{128} Consequently, \textit{voir dire} revealed that the jurors at the second trial lacked any “prior or present fixed opinion.”\textsuperscript{129} In addition, the deep jury pool provided a sufficient dilution of fixed ideas.\textsuperscript{130}

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{121}467 U.S. 1025, 1025 (1984). Justice Marshall had recused himself. \textit{Id.} “That time soothes and erases is a perfectly natural phenomenon, familiar to all.” \textit{Id.} at 1034.  \\
\textsuperscript{122}\textit{Id.} at 1027.  \\
\textsuperscript{123}\textit{Id.}  \\
\textsuperscript{124}\textit{Id.} at 1032.  \\
\textsuperscript{125}\textit{Id.} In Yount’s first trial he was convicted of first-degree murder and rape and sentenced to life imprisonment. \textit{Id.} at 1027. However, the appeals court found that police had given Yount inadequate notice of his right to an attorney under \textit{Miranda}, so the appeals court remanded Yount’s case for a new trial. \textit{Id.} The second trial court suppressed Yount’s written confession to the murder, as well as part of his oral confession taken while he was in custody. \textit{Id.} Yount was convicted of first-degree murder a second time. \textit{Id.} at 1028. Yount argued that he was prejudiced during the second trial because the potential jurors had already heard about his confession and prior conviction from the first trial due to media reports. \textit{Id.}  \\
\textsuperscript{127}Yount, 467 U.S. at 1033 (Stevens, J dissenting) (Justice Stevens, joined by Justice Brennan, took issue with the majority’s characterization of the news articles, noting they were extremely detailed).  \\
\textsuperscript{128}\textit{Id.} at 1027–28.  \\
\textsuperscript{129}\textit{Id.} at 1028.  \\
\textsuperscript{130}The jury pool consisted of 163 venirepersons. \textit{Id.} at 1029. 292 venirepersons were initially chosen. \textit{Id.} at 1027. Of those, 125 were dismissed for being improperly chosen, and four were dismissed for cause; leaving 163. \textit{Id.} 1029 n.2.
\end{flushright}
reaching its conclusion, the Court reaffirmed the need for great deference to the trial judge on the issue.\footnote{131}{Id. at 1038. There are good reasons to apply the statutory presumption of correctness to the trial court’s resolution of these questions. \textit{Id.} First, the determination has been made only after an often-extended \textit{voir dire} proceeding designed specifically to identify biased veniremen. \textit{Id.} It is fair to assume that the method we have relied on since the beginning, \textit{e.g.}, United States v. Burr, 25 F. Cas. 49, 51 (Va. Cir. 1807), usually identifies bias. \textit{Id.} Second, the determination is essentially one of credibility, and therefore largely one of demeanor. As we have said on numerous occasions, the trial court’s resolution of such questions is entitled, even on direct appeal, to “special deference.” \textit{Id.; see also} Marshall v. Lonberger, 459 U.S. 422, 434–35 (1983); \textit{see, e.g.}, Bose Corp. v. Consumers Union of U.S., Inc., 466 U.S. 485, 500 (1984). The respect paid such findings in a habeas proceeding certainly should be no less. \textit{Id.}}

In \textit{Mu’Min v. Virginia}, the Court again looked at the totality of the circumstances surrounding the pretrial publicity of a convict who murdered a woman while out on work detail.\footnote{132}{500 U.S. 415, 417 (1991).} While the event garnered significant news coverage, the media focused much of its aim at the criminal justice system rather than the defendant.\footnote{133}{Id. at 421–22.} By a vote of 6-3, the Court denied Mu’Min’s appeal.\footnote{134}{Id. at 429 (quoting \textit{Irvin v. Dowd}, 366 U.S. 717, 728 (1961)).} Justice Rehnquist distinguished the circumstances of this case from previous cases, noting that it lacked “the wave of public passion” against the defendant that occurred in \textit{Irvin},\footnote{135}{Id. at 429 (quoting \textit{Irvin v. Dowd}, 366 U.S. 717, 728 (1961)).} and that the jurors lacked the fixed ideas expressed about Mu’Min’s guilt that jurors in \textit{Patton v. Yount} had expressed.\footnote{136}{Id. at 430 (quoting \textit{Patton v. Yount}, 467 U.S. 1025, 1035 (1984)).} In this instance, the defendant was able to show actual prejudice against the system that granted his work detail, but such a showing did not demonstrate actual prejudice against him, despite eight of the twelve jurors admitting they had heard about the case before trial.\footnote{137}{Justice Marshall, in his dissent, criticized the majority for failing to ask the empaneled jurors exactly what they had learned from the pretrial publicity. \textit{See id.} at 438 (Marshall, J., dissenting).”The question before us is whether, in light of the charged atmosphere that surrounded this case, the trial court was constitutionally obliged to ask the eight jurors who admitted exposure to pretrial publicity to identify precisely what they had read, seen, or heard.” \textit{Id.}}

The most recent case in which the Court considered the issue of pretrial publicity and its effects on constitutional rights, came in 2010, in \textit{Skilling v. United States}.\footnote{138}{See generally 561 U.S. 358 (2010).} \textit{Skilling} represents the first—and to date the only—case considering pretrial publicity against the backdrop of the internet. The Court was not concerned with the internet’s power to easily reach the desks of
jurors, relegating it to a series of footnoted cites quoting an article concerning Skilling’s alleged crimes.\textsuperscript{139}

Jeffrey Skilling was the CEO of Enron, which was, at the time, “the seventh highest-revenue-grossing company in America.”\textsuperscript{140} With Skilling at the head, the company “crashed into bankruptcy,”\textsuperscript{141} and the federal government charged him with several counts of fraud, insider trading, and other crimes.\textsuperscript{142} As a consequence of his actions, thousands of employees lost both their jobs and their pensions, and countless more investors lost significant investment and retirement funds.\textsuperscript{143} The news was of such vital import to the United States and its economy that every major news organization carried stories on the matter for over two years.\textsuperscript{144}

Relying heavily on the precedent announced in \textit{Rideau, Estes, and Sheppard}, the majority announced a more formalized iteration of its “totality of circumstances” test. The Court stated that any appellate courts considering constitutional infringement on individual rights as a consequence of pretrial publicity should weigh four factors: (1) the size and character of the community in which the crime occurred; (2) whether the stories contained confessions of other “prejudicial information of the type readers or viewers could not reasonably be expected to shut from sight;” (3) the time that elapsed between initial reporting of the crime and the trial; and (4) the fact that the jury acquitted the defendant of some of the charged offenses.\textsuperscript{145}

\textsuperscript{139}Id. at 370 n. 3.

\textsuperscript{140}Id. at 367. Enron was major conglomerate with revenues over $101 billion dollars. \textit{Wrestling with Reform: Financial Scandals and the Legislation They Inspired, SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION: HISTORICAL SOCIETY}, http://www.sechistorical.org/museum/galleries/wwr/wwr06a-scandals-enron.php. (last visited Mar. 6, 2019).

\textsuperscript{141}Skilling, 561 U.S. at 367.

\textsuperscript{142}Id. at 369. Conspiracy to commit securities and wire fraud, securities fraud, wire fraud, making false representations to Enron’s auditors, and insider trading. \textit{Id.} Fastow, Enron’s CFO; Lay, Enron’s founder; Causey, Enron’s former CAO; and dozens of others were prosecuted for this scandal. \textit{Id.} at 368–69.

\textsuperscript{143}See id. at 375–76.


\textsuperscript{145}Skilling, 561 U.S. at 382–83.
The Court cited the fourth factor as most important. Concerning the other factors, the majority concluded that the lapse of four years and the lack of a confession, which is most damning to readers, did not support the defendant’s motion. Finally, because the trial took place in Houston, “the fourth most populous city in the nation,” the jury pool was both large and diverse enough to ensure at least twelve impartial jurors.

Justice Sotomayor took exception to the majority opinion. Reviewing the body of precedent on the matter, Justice Sotomayor noted that the “totality of circumstances test” is case specific and the generic test that the majority announced should give way to a more particularized scrutiny. “The devastating impact of Enron’s collapse and the relentless media coverage demanded exceptional care on the part of the District Court to ensure the seating of an impartial jury.”

Although fractured in its conclusion, all nine members of the Court agreed that a reviewing court must apply the totality of circumstances test when evaluating whether pretrial publicity justifies a change of venue. Skilling provided clear guidelines to frequent change of venue motions that followed. Post-Skilling a court may consider a range of factors, including those enunciated in Skilling. In reviewing the decision, an appellate court can set aside the trial court’s decision only upon a finding of manifest effort.

III. LOWER COURTS’ DISINTEREST IN PRETRIAL SOCIAL MEDIA PUBLICITY

For the past few years, defendants filing change of venue motions have included social media posts in their basket of adverse pretrial publicity

146 Id. at 383. Justice Ginsburg cited it as “of prime significance.” Id.
147 Id. at 382–83.
148 Id. at 382. The court contrasted this with the 150,000 residents living in Calcasieu Parish at the time Rideau was tried. Id.
149 See id. at 440 (Sotomayor, J., concurring in part and concurring in judgment).
150 Id. at 439.
151 Id. at 447. Justice Sotomayor agreed that it was hard to conclude Skilling received a fair trial in light of the publicity surrounding the case citing the movie and a book that followed. Id. at 431 n.3, 442 n.8, 455 n.17.
Defendants are justified in their claim, in light of continually growing empirical findings on the influence that social media posts have on forming personal opinions. To date, however, many courts have chosen to place evidence of unfavorable social media outside the bundle of pretrial publicity when they weigh choosing to grant or deny change of venue motions. The reluctance to value negative Facebook, Twitter, Instagram posts, and the like, reflect a greater reluctance on the part of courts to apply traditional constitutionally-defining tests to new media problems.

In *Dering v. State*, a Texas appellate court refused to consider negative social media postings in support of the defendant’s motion for a change of venue. The victim’s relatives created a Facebook memorial page that negatively implicated the defendant. Despite proof that many members of the small community read the page, the court rejected the social media evidence. The court cited two general concerns with the authentication of Facebook: (1) that there was no way of knowing whether the proliferation of negative posts came from one person who created several different profiles (suggesting a small number of persons in the community evincing hostility towards the defendant); and (2) persons viewing a profile had no way of knowing whether the profile was real or not. Consequently, the court did not include Facebook posts in its totality of circumstances review.

In 2015, the Superior Court of Pennsylvania heard *Commonwealth v. Pal*, a case of first impression for the court. Pal lured his friend Frank Bonacci

---


157 465 S.W.3d at 668.

158 *Id.* at 670.

159 *Id.* at 671.

160 2015 WL 7253650.
to take a ride with him and a third friend, Jason Dominick. The trip ended when Dominick shot Bonacci in the head. The incident happened in the small county of Lackawanna, Pennsylvania, where all three parties lived.

Following the incident, the community shared in a tremendous outpouring of emotion. Bonacci’s family created a Facebook memorial page dedicated to Bonacci’s death. Websites became forums for both love and outrage. Pal and Dominick were vilified in the posts, which reached a large segment of the small community.

At trial, Pal introduced evidence that almost every person called to sit on the jury had either read news accounts, spoke about, or heard of Pal’s involvement in the crime. Much of this information was culled from social media sites. Despite this, the trial judge rejected Pal’s motion, and a jury convicted him of murder. Pal appealed arguing, among other things, that the court violated Pal’s due process rights in denying his motion.

On appeal, the Superior Court of Pennsylvania considered “[w]hether . . . the trial court abused its discretion in refusing to grant a change of venue/venire in light of the inflammatory and widespread pretrial publicity, . . . particularly [because of] the social media[,] including a Facebook page dedicated to the victim.” The appellate court excluded the social media posts from consideration as to whether the pretrial publicity in the case so affected the impaneled jurors as to render them unable to reach a

---

161 Id. at *1.
162 Id.
163 See Id. At the time of the crime, the population of Lackawanna County was 21,000. U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, Lackawanna County, PA, https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/lackawannacounty pennsylvania/PST045218#PST045218 (last visited Jan. 3, 2019).
165 Id.
166 98 out of 101 potential jurors. Id. at *2.
167 Id.
168 Id. at *3.
169 Id. at *4.
170 Id. at *3. Here, Appellant argued that the media coverage in newspapers, television, internet media, relevant Facebook pages, and websites devoted to the Bonacci murder was inflammatory, pervasive, and undeniably prejudicial. Id. at *4. Appellant argued that in addition to conventional media coverage of the murder and trial, the social media generated by the victim’s family, in particular, was “highly emotionally-charged, moving, sensationalistic, pervasive, accessible to and accessed by literally thousands and thousands of viewers in the area, slanted toward [Appellant’s] conviction, and ultimately presumptively prejudicial to his right to a fair trial by a fair and impartial jury.” Id.
fair and unbiased conclusion.\textsuperscript{171} Applying the “totality of circumstances test” to the conventional news media reports, the Pennsylvania Superior Court concluded that the traditional media publicity surrounding the case did not constitutionally harm the defendant.\textsuperscript{172} It cited the fact that at least 22\% of those considered for jury duty said during \textit{voir dire} that they were not impacted by what they read.\textsuperscript{173}

An Ohio court similarly rejected the notion that inflammatory Facebook \textit{In Memoriam} pages vilifying the defendant were sufficiently prejudicial.\textsuperscript{174} In \textit{State v. Cordoba}, an Ohio appellate court rejected the defendant’s claim for a change of venue when he supplied the inflammatory Facebook posts accompanied with primarily objective news reports of the crime.\textsuperscript{175} The State charged the defendant with involuntary manslaughter for shooting a good Samaritan, former U.S. Marine Josh McJilton, who had come between the defendant and his wife during a fight.\textsuperscript{176} The crime took place in the small town of Wauseon, Ohio, population 7,342.\textsuperscript{177} Family and friends created a Facebook site, “Remembering Josh McJilton.”\textsuperscript{178} Despite labeling the comments to the articles on the Facebook page as “full of enmity and contempt, displaying a desire for complete vengeance,” the court was unwilling to subject social media posts to the Court’s \textit{Skilling} test.\textsuperscript{179}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item[171] The court explained its rationale:
\begin{quote}
[\textit{E}ven if social media constituted pretrial publicity for the purposes of a change of venue request, Appellant still did not establish that a change of venue was required because the information from social media was not ‘so extensive, sustained, and pervasive that the community must be deemed to have been saturated with it.}
\end{quote}
\textit{Id.} at *5 (quoting Comm. v. Tharp, 830 A.2d 519, 529 (Pa. 2003)).
\item[172] \textit{Id.}
\item[173] \textit{Id.}
\item[175] \textit{Id.} at *2–3.
\item[179] \textit{Cordoba}, 2017 WL 5629604, at *2–3.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
Federal courts are equally unwilling to consider social media posts as sufficient to justify changes of venue, even in the most notorious of cases. Dzhokhar Tsarnaev, the Boston Bomber, faced court reluctance when he relied on social media to support a change of venue.\textsuperscript{180} Tsarnaev’s attorneys sought to move his trial from Boston to Washington, D.C. based on bias generated by traditional and social media coverage.\textsuperscript{181} The court dismissed any negative social media coverage, even social media in which potential jurors participated.\textsuperscript{182} Simply “friending” or “liking” a post, according to the Tsarnaev court did not translate into bias.\textsuperscript{183} The court ignored any demonstrated influence on persons engaged in social media.\textsuperscript{184}

As recently as November 2018, a trial court, unwilling to grant a change of venue based on social media postings, reversed its position upon proof of one negative newspaper article.\textsuperscript{185} The State of Indiana, Allen County, charged Amber Garrett with felony neglect for the death of her two-year-old son, who was beaten by his caregiver.\textsuperscript{186} Garrett’s attorney originally moved for a change of venue based, in large part, on the pretrial publicity that arose.

\textsuperscript{180}United States v. Tsarnaev, 157 F. Supp. 3d 57, 58 (D. Mass. 2016); see also In re Tsarnaev, 780 F.3d 14, 15 (1st Cir. 2015).

\textsuperscript{181}Tsarnaev focused on media coverage about the anniversary of the bombing, articles about the 2015 Marathon itself, and publicity about the victims. 157 F. Supp. 3d at 60. There was heavy coverage about the anniversary of the event and the Marathon itself; the coverage was international. \textit{Id.} About 1,000 media credentials were issued to over 80 news organizations. \textit{Id.} at 61. Coverage could be found in the newspaper, on television, and over the internet. \textit{Id.} The court noted the multitude of reported statements:

Both local and national media reported on statements of victims’ family members, elected officials, religious leaders, and other organizations opposing the imposition of the death penalty for the defendant’s crimes. For example, during the penalty phase of the trial, the parents of Martin Richard, the eight-year-old boy killed by the bomb placed by the defendant, urged the prosecution not to pursue imposition of the death penalty in a letter published on the front page of the Boston Globe.

\textit{Id.} at 62.

\textsuperscript{182}Id. at 67.

\textsuperscript{183}See 780 F.3d at 28.

\textsuperscript{184}Id. at 18. The government conducted an analysis, which assumed that each juror’s Facebook “friend” generated one case related “story” per day. \textit{Tsarnaev}, 157 F. Supp. 3d at 67. For example, 12 jurors each with 12 friends equals 144 case-related stories per day.


\textsuperscript{186}Id.
from a Facebook page dedicated to the victim, and chalk messages that activists wrote outside the courtroom including “Charge Amber With Murder.” The Court refused to grant the change of venue. Garrett’s attorney, John Bohdan, sought a change of venue in the case in February, and Allen Superior Court Judge Fran Gull rejected it in June, saying Bohdan had not shown that pretrial publicity would potentially bias jurors in the case. Following one newspaper article, which summarized a release of the documents relating to the case, Judge Gull, changed her mind.

Civil cases have wrestled with this issue, and similarly dismissed the relevance of social media to support a change of venue. In In re Dan Farr Productions, the Ninth Circuit considered whether an abundance of opinionated Facebook and Twitter posts about an infringement case supported defendant’s motion for a change of venue under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The court dismissed the vast number of posts as indicia of bias among jurors and went a step further concluding that there was no causal link between posts and juror bias.

The unwillingness of courts to consider evidence of bias from Facebook, Twitter, and other social media in the totality of the circumstances test, reflects an unwillingness by courts to recognize social media as a medium

---


188 Id.

189 Id.

190 Id.

191 As recently as 2016, the U.S. Supreme Court addressed the issue in Dietz v. Bouldin, ruling that a civil jury may be recalled after dismissal as long as its impartiality has not been compromised. S. Ct. 1885, 1895 (2016). On behalf of the Court, Justice Sonia Sotomayor wrote, “Immediately after discharge, a juror could text something about the case to a spouse, research an aspect of the evidence on Google, or read reactions to a verdict on Twitter. Prejudice can come through a whisper or a byte.” Id.

192 874 F.3d 590, 591 (9th Cir. 2017).

193 Id. at 593–94. The Ninth Circuit held that even though the petitioner had 5,200 Twitter followers, the convention had more than 30,000 Twitter followers, and there were more than 200,000 media articles concerning the case; the court found that there was no causal link between the number of posts and potential bias among San Diego jurors. Id.
akin to the traditional media of newspapers, radio, and television when
deciding change of venue motions.

Rejecting social media bias in calculating the effect of pretrial publicity—
much like traditional media—denies defendants their constitutional right to
a fair trial. As this next section explains, social media is merely another form
of media. Courts refusing to calculate social media pre-trial publicity in their
decisions of whether to grant a change of venue fail to provide defendants
with a full and meaningful review, thereby, violating their constitutional
rights.

IV. THE CONSTITUTION DEMANDS THAT COURTS CONSIDER
PRETRIAL SOCIAL MEDIA PUBLICITY

Social media is just another form of communication. Its potential to reach
mass audiences, coupled with its potential to persuade, demand that courts
include social media in its group of media scrutinized for purposes of
deciding whether pretrial publicity warrants a change of venue. To date,
courts have discounted social media content because it is too new,194 lacks
legitimacy,195 or is opinionized rather than objective.196 Quite the contrary,
social media is more established than was television when courts began to
scrutinize broadcasts for pretrial publicity. The medium has become an
integral part of communication, used by governments and heads of state to
communicate matters of import, and by traditional journalists to share their
stories. While social media is, to a degree, filled with opinions and thoughts,
those opinions take on the same quality as the biased news reports that courts
ruled were persuasive enough to justify changes of venue. Social media
presents information in much the same way as does “traditional news media”
comprised of newspapers, radio, and television. An exploration of their
similarities makes clear that courts must include social media evidence when
applying the totality of circumstances standard to pretrial publicity review.

Social media, while akin to “traditional news media” in so many ways,
does have a uniqueness seen by the courts who have been faced with
considering the newest medium. Lower courts have cited issues of

195 See United States v. Browne, 834 F.3d 403, 412 (3d Cir. 2016); Tienda v. State, 358 S.W.3d
196 See Skilling v. United States, 561 U.S. 358, 380 (2010); Patton v. Yount, 467 U.S. 1025,
authentication, interpretation, and questionable influence as reasons to discard social media evidence. The totality of circumstances, as articulated most recently in *Skilling*, is flexible enough to minimize any credibility concerns that may arise from the uniqueness of social media. For these reasons, courts must include social media evidence in their due process review.

A. The Parallels Between Social Media and the Media of the Fourth Estate

There is little explanation, yet some speculation, as to why courts discount social media. Social media has not been in existence long enough for courts to consider it part of the “traditional media.” The information people read on social media is not revered in the same way as The Fourth Estate, the term used for traditional journalism. Social media is a network of individualized opinions, not necessarily reporting. A comparison of

---

197 See *Skilling*, 561 U.S. at 380; Sheppard v. Maxwell, 384 U.S. 333, 361 (1966); *Estes*, 381 U.S. at 539; Stroud v. United States, 251 U.S. 15, 18 (1919); *Browne*, 834 F.3d at 412; United States v. Vayner, 769 F.3d 125, 127 (2d Cir. 2014); *Tienda*, 358 S.W.3d at 641; *Dering*, 465 S.W.3d at 672; *Mangel*, 181 A.3d at 1164.

198 561 U.S. at 380.

199 See infra Part III.A.1.

200 See supra note 18.

201 “Fake News” is a serious issue that many social media platforms are facing today. Soroush Vosoughi et al., *The Spread of True And False News Online*, 359 SCIENCE 1146 (2018). A recent study found that falsehoods consistently dominates the truth on Twitter. *Id.* at 1150. The study analyzed contested news story since Twitter’s inception in 2006; approximately 126,000 stories, tweeted by three million users, over more than ten years. *Id.* at 1146. The study found that fake news traveled faster and reached more people than accurate news stories. *Id.* at 1150. A false story reached 1,500 people six times quicker, on average, then a true story did. *Id.* at 1148. Fake news was also seventy percent more likely to be retweeted than accurate news. *Id.* at 1149. However, the problem is not limited to Twitter. “[A]ny platform that regularly amplifies engaging or provocative content runs the risk of amplifying fake news along with it;” this includes platforms like Facebook and YouTube. Robinson Meyer, *The Grime Conclusions of the Largest-Ever Study of Fake News*, ATLANTIC (Mar. 8, 2018), https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2018/03/largest-study-ever-fake-news-mit-twitter/555104/.

From 2006 to 2016, Twitter bots, autonomous programs capable of interacting with computer systems, amplified true stories as much as they amplified false ones. *Id.* However, most of the stories were spread by human beings, rather than bots. *Id.* Fake news prospers “because humans, not robots, are more likely to spread it.” *Id.* “The massive differences in how true and false news spreads on Twitter cannot be explained by the presence of bots.” *Id.* Soroush Vosoughi, the author of the research paper on the proliferation of spreading true and false news online, states that his paper does
social media to traditional news media, however, reveals that they are not different at all. Today, social media is another thread in the comprehensive fabric of news media and, therefore, courts must include it when evaluating pretrial publicity.

1. Social Media Is Not “Dangerous Because It Is New”

Social media is a relatively new medium. In 1997, the first recognized social media site, Six Degrees, allowed users to connect to other “friends” through the internet. In the mid-2000’s, social media gained Main Street popularity; and today, a plethora of social media sites exist. Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter are among the most popular sites, each of which allows individuals to share with those connected to them information ranging from status updates to personal opinions to news stories.

The relative newness of social media has led to a healthy dose of skepticism across the legal landscape. Courtrooms are grappling with not determine whether the use of botnets changed around the 2016 election. Vosoughi et al., supra, at 1146.

The stories concerning politics were the most prevalent but, unfortunately, fake news stories affected every topic from business to entertainment. Meyer, supra. Fake news spreads quickly for two reasons: (1) fake news seems to be more “novel” than real news, and (2) fake news evokes much more emotion than the average tweet. Id. Fake tweets tended to elicit words associated with surprise and disgust, while accurate tweets summoned words associated with sadness and trust. Id. “False information online is often really novel and frequently negative.” Id. “We know those are two features of information generally that grab our attention as human beings and that cause us to want to share that information with others—we’re attentive to novel threats and especially attentive to negative threats.” Id. “The key takeaway is really that content that arouses strong emotions spreads further, faster, more deeply, and more broadly on Twitter.” Id. “This particular finding is consistent with research in a number of different areas, including psychology and communication studies. It’s also relatively intuitive.” Id.

“In short, social media seems to systematically amplify falsehood at the expense of the truth, and no one—neither experts nor politicians nor tech companies—knows how to reverse that trend. It is a dangerous moment for any system of government premised on a common public reality.” Id.

202 Estes, 381 U.S. at 541.


introducing social media evidence. Judges are contemplating ideal jury instructions limiting juror social media access while sitting on trials. State courts are divided regarding the authentication of social media evidence. Some courts are contemplating service of process through social media sites. Social media has slipped with ease into the practice of law. Courts use social media to establish personal jurisdiction. And e-discovery is now the norm. Many courts even have their own Facebook pages and Twitter accounts.

Courts met television with the same sense of healthy skepticism it now applies to social media. A 1951 California court noted that the sensational exploitation of television as a medium was likely to influence juror neutrality. A 1951 Oklahoma court, contemplating cameras in the courtroom, found it necessary to single out televisions as a new medium for inclusion in the bundle of media granted First Amendment free speech rights. Justice Clark, writing for the Court in *Estes*, made clear that

---


207 See State v. Hannah, 151 A.3d 99, 105 (N.J. Super. Ct. App. Div. 2016) (“Defendant argues that Texas follows the Maryland approach to authentication and that [New Jersey] should adopt the Maryland approach with its ‘three non-exclusive methods’ of authentication. We reject any suggestion that the three methods of authentication suggested in *Griffin* are the only methods of authenticating social media posts. We also reject *Griffin*’s suggestion that courts should apply greater scrutiny when authenticating information from social networks.”) (citations omitted).


209 See, e.g., Fortunato, 2012 WL 2086950, at *1; Upchurch, supra note 208.


211 See Andrew Henderson, *The High Court and the Cocktail Party from Hell: Can Social Media Improve Community Engagement with the Courts?*, 25 J. JUDICIAL ADMIN. 175, 175 (2016); US Attorney SDNY, TWITTER, https://twitter.com/SDNYnews?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor (last visited Jan. 10, 2019).


newness is not a bar to constitutional consideration when he wrote, the notion “should be dispelled that telecasting is dangerous because it is new.”

In 1946 less than 0.5% of the US households had a television. That number grew to 28% by 1952 when appellate courts first began considering change of venue cases based on influential television reporting. Social media, originating in 1997, is significantly more mature than was television at the time courts first considered whether it could influence a jury pool. If the length of society’s familiarity with a medium were the determinate of jury impact, then by jurisprudential standards, it is time for courts to acknowledge social media’s ability to both inform and persuade.

The Court has repeatedly recognized social media’s entrenchment into our daily lives. In Packingham v. North Carolina, a unanimous Court acknowledged, while speaking of the First Amendment, that “the law applies . . . to social networking sites ‘as commonly understood’—that is, websites like Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter.” The Court, in Trump v.

---

214 381 U.S. 532, 541 (1965) (the Court noted that 48 states and the federal rules ban television in the courtroom. Id. at 544); see also Graham Zellick, Spies, Subversives, Terrorists and the British Government: Free Speech and Other Casualties, 31 WM. & MARY L. REV. 773, 778 (1990) (arguing that the newness of television aroused fear and anxiety among the British Government).


217 See, e.g., United States v. Moran, 194 F.2d 623, 625 (2d Cir. 1952) (noting potential for an unfavorable jury based on radio and television reporting); United States v. Florio, 13 F.R.D. 296, 299 (S.D.N.Y. 1952) (granting change of venue based on radio and television reports); see also State v. Scales, 87 S.E.2d 916, 920 (N.C. 1955) (upholding motion denying change of venue based on television and radio reports).

218 137 S. Ct. 1730, 1737 (2017). North Carolina enacted a statute making it a felony for a registered sex offender to gain access to a number of social networking websites where the offender knows that minors can become members. Id. The issue was whether that law was allowed under the First Amendment’s Free Speech Clause. Id. at 1733. The Court held that the law was too broad and a violation of the First Amendment because “to foreclose access to social media altogether is to prevent the user from engaging in the legitimate exercise of First Amendment rights.” Id. at 1732. Social media allows users to know “current events, check ads for employment, speak and listen in the modern public square, and otherwise explore the vast realms of human thought and knowledge.” Id.
Hawaii, considered presidential tweets when interpreting the intent of a Presidential Executive Order which banned citizens from specific countries whose interests appeared “detrimental to the United States.” In Carpenter v. the United States, it a case concerning the use of cell phone records to obtain personal locations, the Supreme court noted the regularity with which the general population obtains social media updates. Individuals look at social media with more regularity than any other traditional news medium. It is no surprise that, as Justice Kennedy wrote in Packingham, “Social media offers ‘relatively unlimited, low-cost capacity for communication of all kinds.’”

---

220 Exec. Order No. 13,769, 82 Fed. Reg. 8977 (Jan. 27, 2017) (In June 2017, President Trump tweeted, “People, the lawyers and the courts can call it whatever they want, but I am calling it what we need and what it is, a TRAVEL BAN!” He added: “That’s right, we need a TRAVEL BAN for certain DANGEROUS countries, not some politically correct term that won’t help us protect our people!” In September 2017, President Trump tweeted that “[t]he travel ban into the United States should be far larger, tougher and more specific—but stupidly, that would not be politically correct!” On September 24, 2017, President Trump issued Presidential Proclamation No. 9645, 82 Fed. Reg. 45161 (2017), which restricted entry of certain nationals from six Muslim-majority countries. On November 29, 2017, President Trump “retweeted” three anti-Muslim videos, entitled “Muslim Destroys a Statue of Virgin Mary!”, “Islamist mob pushes teenage boy off roof and beats him to death!”, and “Muslim migrant beats up Dutch boy on crutches!” The Court analyzed the President’s actions to determine if the primary purpose of the “Travel Ban” was to disfavor Islam by preventing its adherents from entering the country; the court answered “yes.”); see also Aguiar v. Recktenwald, No. 3:13-2616, 2016 WL 145259, at *4 (M.D. Pa. Jan 1, 2016) (the Court that prisoners have no constitutional rights to use or maintain a social media account.); Keefe v. Adams, 44 F. Supp. 3d 874, 882 (D. Minn. 2014), aff’d, 840 F.3d 523 (8th Cir. 2016) (the Court applied traditional First Amendment free speech test to a case where the defendant was dismissed from nursing school based on Facebook posts he made, which the school deemed “unbecoming of the profession and a transgression of professional boundaries”).
222 Id.
223 Packingham, 137 S. Ct. at 1735 (quoting Reno v. American Civil Liberties Union, 521 U.S. 844, 870 (1997)). Relying on principles of Free Speech, the Supreme Court struck down a North Carolina Law that makes it a felony for a registered sex offender “to access a commercial social networking Web site where the sex offender knows that the site permits minor children to become members or to create or maintain personal Web pages.” Id. at 1733. Defendant posted on Facebook about his positive experience in traffic court. The Court observed that “Social media ‘offers ‘relatively unlimited, low-cost capacity for communication of all kinds.’” Id. at 1735. The Court analogized this case to Bd. of Airport Comm’rs of City of Los Angeles v. Jews for Jesus, Inc., which regulated types of speech at Los Angeles Airport. 482 U.S. 569 (1987). “If a law prohibiting ‘all protected expression’ at a single airport is not constitutional, it follows with even greater force that
Social media is not “dangerous because it is new.” Well past its adolescence, courts on all levels have acknowledged its presence and incorporated it into the way law is practiced. On a constitutional level, as Packingham demonstrates, the Supreme Court has granted social media constitutional protection under the First Amendment. Given its maturity, social media is no longer so new that courts are justified in excluding it from constitutional consideration on the basis of unfamiliarity.

2. Social Media Has a Degree of Credibility

In the context of Sixth Amendment challenges to fair trials, justices acknowledge the power of traditional media to persuade. This ability, it seems, is reserved mostly for mainstream journalists, and the medium through which they report, who are often collectively referred to as the Fourth Estate, for their role in serving checks and balances on the three other branches of government. Social Media, in contrast, is generally considered to lack the accountability of the Fourth Estate, perhaps because many of the opinions and ideas expressed on social media sites like Twitter and Facebook are not part of the organic journalism process. Social media posts are not subject to the same type of editorial scrutiny or held to the same verification process as are articles appearing in traditional media outlets.

the State may not enact this complete bar to the exercise of First Amendment rights on websites integral to the fabric of our modern society and culture.” Packingham, 137 S. Ct at 1738.


225 Id.

226 See also Grutzmacher v. Howard Cty., 851 F.3d 332, 336 (4th Cir. 2017) (overruling fire department’s regulation on firefighters’ social media use, since social media posts are protected speech); United States v. Wheeler, 776 F.3d 736, 738 (10th Cir. 2015) (government must prove social media posts are intended to be threatening in order to suppress defendant’s First Amendment rights).


229 Id.

social media, however, is not appropriate, given its role in delivering the news.

Labeled “The Fourth Estate,” news reporting institutions are considered the check and balance on the three other branches of government. Of the Fourth Estate, Adam Cohen wrote, it provides “information in a democracy, checking government abuses, checking the private sector, encouraging interest in group formation and promoting self-expression.” The Seventh Circuit noted that the free press worked to preserve the independence of each branch. The Supreme Court similarly acknowledged the importance a free press has to democracy. Both courts and commentators acknowledge newspaper, radio, and television as having a “significant . . . social influence” and its role in keeping checks and balances on the democratic state.

231 Thomas Carlyle attributed the origin of the term to Edmund Burke, who used it in a parliamentary debate in 1787 on the opening up of press reporting of the House of Commons of Great Britain. Delbert Tran, The Fourth Estate As The Final Check, MFA (Nov. 22, 2016), https://law.yale.edu/mfia/case-disclosed/fourth-estate-final-check; Fourth Estate (n.d.), Merriam-Webster’s collegiate dictionary, https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/fourth%20estate#note-1 (last visited Jan. 10, 2019). Earlier writers have applied the term to lawyers, to the British queen’s consort (acting as a free agent, independent of the king), and to the proletariat. Id.; Gill, supra note 228.

232 Gill, supra note 228. The earliest use in this sense described by Thomas Carlyle in his book On Heroes and Hero Worship. THOMAS CARLYLE, ON HEROES, HERO-WORSHIP, AND THE HEROIC IN HISTORY 392 (1908), http://www.gutenberg.org/files/20585/20585-h/20585-h.htm (ebook). “Burke said there were Three Estates in Parliament; but, in the Reporters’ Gallery yonder, there sat a Fourth Estate more important far than they all.” Gill, supra note 228.

233 Cohen, supra note 230, at 1.

234 United States v. Isaacs, 493 F.2d 1124 (7th Cir. 1974).

235 N.Y. Times Co. v. U.S., 403 U.S. 713, 717 (1971) (“In the First Amendment the Founding Fathers gave the free press the protection it must have to fulfill its essential role in our democracy.”).


237 See Richmond Newspapers, Inc. v. Virginia, 448 U.S. 555, 559–60 (1980). One of the best examples of the acknowledging respect for the press and the information it imparts occurred in when the court decided Richmond Newspapers, Inc. Richmond Newspapers, Inc. concerned the fourth murder trial of John Paul Stevenson. Id. at 559. As a consequence of various procedural flaws,
Courts early on recognized the ability of the Fourth Estate to persuade those who revered it. In 1807, Chief Justice Marshall raised concerns about intense newspaper accounts of the duel between Alexander Hamilton and Aaron Burr. In 1919, the Court more formally recognized the power that the traditional media has to both persuade and inform, ruling that printed news articles were sufficient to bias potential jurors in a murder trial. In both Estes and Sheppard, the Court suggested that the mere presence of television was enough to sway venirepersons.

Reverence for traditional news outlets is generated, in part, by the code of ethics that binds journalists to their craft. Members of the Society of Professional Journalists are obliged to promote the free exchange of information that is accurate, fair, and thorough. In contrast, the sense that information posted on social media is immune from ethics requirements excludes it from reliable and hence influential status.

The perception of social media as a collection of individualized opinions and ideas is much different from the reality that it is also a purveyor of news.
To be sure, today the traditional press remains the means by which most community members learn the news. However the medium is changing. In 1996, people got their news exclusively through newspaper reporting, television, and radio broadcasts. By 2016, a Pew Research Center study found that 62% of American adults got their news through social media.

Eighty-five percent of topics discussed on social media platforms, such as Twitter, are related to events in the news. Social media sites have surpassed print media as a news source for Americans. A study in the Harvard Journal of Law and Technology found “that close to 35% of tweets sent as Hurricane Sandy made landfall and pummeled its way up the East Coast in October 2012 were news related.” Individuals using social media platforms quite often repost stories generated by traditional news journalists. RonNell Anderson Jones calls this “repeatage” over “reportage.” Many members of the same community see

244Amy Mitchell et al., Trust, Facts and Democracy, (July 7, 2016) (available at http://www.journalism.org/2016/07/07/pathways-to-news/) (finding that 57% of Americans get their news from television, 25% from radio and 20% from print newspaper; 38% of Americans get their news online).


246Kwak, supra note 245; see also Meyer, supra note 245; see supra note 169.


248Louis W. Tompros et al., The Constitutionality of Criminalizing False Speech Made on Social Networking Sites in a Post-Alvarex, Social Media-Obsessed World, 31 HARV. J.L. & TECH 65, 72 (2017) (“Social media likewise played an important role as a source of information during the 2007 fires that raged across Southern California; the 2008 New England ice storm that wiped out power for 400,000 homes and businesses in the region; the 2008 Sichuan earthquake, which killed almost 70,000 people; and the 2008 cyclone in Myanmar, which caused major destruction and nearly 150,000 fatalities. Additionally, more than 27 million tweets were sent during the April 2013 Boston Marathon bombings, when an intense three-day manhunt ensued after twin explosions at the Boston Marathon killed three people and injured 264 others.”).

249Id. at 68.

the same stories on different platforms. In many ways, social media is merely a vehicle for publications by the Fourth Estate. Under this analysis, courts should not treat social media any differently. Social media is not unique; it is merely another medium from which jurors learn of pretrial publicity.

What social media lacks in “legitimacy,” it gains in human influence. A 2018 M.I.T. study conducted by sixteen political scientists and legal scholars noted that news spread through social media has a profound ability to manipulate individual thought. Hunt Allcott and Matthew Gentzkow, studying the effect of social media on voting patterns during the 2016 Presidential election conclude that social media posts influence decision making. Other studies similarly recognize that social media can persuade an individual’s viewpoint. Social media has become a powerful persuasion technique.

Media, as it exists today, does not distinguish between print, broadcast, and wired. Courts, therefore, should not discount social media evidence because it lacks the historical import of the Fourth Estate. To the extent juror influence comes from social media sites, quite often those sites are just repeating news radio or television reporting, meaning it is as credible as it was when it came from the “traditional” news media. Moreover, to the

Excellence in Journalism states that for all the robust activity in social media and blogs, ‘these new media are largely filled with debate dependent on the shrinking base of reporting that began in the old media.’ The Project’s ongoing analysis of more than a million blogs and social media sites finds that 80% of the links are to mainstream, legacy media, which are themselves dying out at alarming rates. Separate studies confirm that new media platforms do not yet serve as a primary source of local news. Rather, they are more devoted to ‘repeatage’ than to reportage. Some have even suggested, in the wake of these developments, that the plural of ‘anecdote’ is “blog.”

251 David M. J. Lazer et al., The Science of Fake News, Sci., 1095 (Mar. 9, 2018), http://science.sciencemag.org/content/359/6380/1094 (The Atlantic praised it as the most influential of its kind).

252 Id. at 1094.


255 See Cohen, supra note 230.

extent that Sixth Amendment due process concerns require an evaluation of actual and presumed prejudice, the empirically identified social media persuasiveness demands its inclusion in any constitutional challenge.\(^{257}\) The science is clear, “hits,” “likes” and “retweets” influence the human mind.\(^{258}\)

3. Social Media Informs Users

For purposes of communicating information, one can divide social media into two rough categories. One category is the quasi-reporting function. This category includes not only reposts of credible, newsworthy stories but also blogs, vlogs, and e-zines, none of which readers find in traditional broadcast or print medium.\(^{259}\) The other category is pure sentiment and belief. Social media in this type includes Facebook *In Memoriam* posts, tweets and the like.\(^{260}\) Each category can produce media sufficient to taint a jury.

Social media, in its reporting function, is akin to the type of media courts have weighed when choosing whether to grant a change of venue. News reports, television broadcasts of live confessions, and local opinion editorials have all sufficed to support changes of venue.\(^{261}\) Social media has yielded


\(^{260}\) Kakkar, *supra* note 259.

new types of editorials, blogs and vlogs. Blogs\textsuperscript{262} and vlogs\textsuperscript{263} are personally made pieces that express the opinion of the blogger or vlogger.\textsuperscript{264} RonNell Anderson Jones argues that blogs are just “a new delivery mechanism” for traditional opinion pieces.\textsuperscript{265} A study of more than one million blogs revealed that mainstream media was the impetus for 80\% of the blogs’ discussions.\textsuperscript{266}

Thus, the line between social media blogs and traditional op-ed pieces is blurred. Both journalists and legal scholars argue that blogs are replacing traditional news.\textsuperscript{267} Anne Flanagan points out that courts grant bloggers broader journalistic privilege.\textsuperscript{268} Most major newspapers publish multiple blogs online.\textsuperscript{269}

When considering news reports, courts have never distinguished their origin. In other words, courts deem biased reports arising from town papers equal in value to a television program repeating the same information.\textsuperscript{270}


\textsuperscript{265}Jones, supra note 250.

\textsuperscript{266}Id. (citing Project for Excellence in Journalism).


\textsuperscript{270}See Skilling v. United States, 561 U.S. 358, 393 (2010) (“[N]ewspapers in which the[se] stories appeared were delivered regularly to approximately 95\% of the dwellings in” the county where the trial occurred, which had a population of only 30,000; “radio and TV stations, which likewise blanketed that county, also carried extensive newscasts covering the same incidents.”); Sheppard v. Maxwell, 384 U.S. 333, 344 (1966) (the proceedings were televised, and the daily record and testimony of witness was printed verbatim in the local newspapers.); Estes v. Texas, 381
same must be true for pretrial publicity stemming from social media that falls into the quasi-reporting category. Today the line is too blurred to parse out where news comes from before considering it as evidence strong enough to sway a potential juror’s opinion.

The concern judges have with considering social media evidence is that it is purely opinionated in nature.\textsuperscript{271} Examples include \textit{In Memoriam} pages similar to the one that Ohio court dismissed in \textit{Cordoba},\textsuperscript{272} or the Facebook likes that the court \textit{In re Tsarnaev} refused to consider.\textsuperscript{273} To be fair, these posts are purely emotional and opinionated in nature. They lack the force of a Fourth Estate or the credibility of an editor.

However, courts have found the power to persuade jurors in contexts outside of media outlets. In \textit{Norris v. Risley}, the Ninth Circuit held that the presence of women spectators in the courtroom where the defendant was tried for rape, wearing buttons inscribed with words “Women Against Rape” deprived the defendant of a fair trial.\textsuperscript{274} The presence of the spectators, and the buttons themselves, according to the court, “tainted [defendant]’s right to a fair trial both by eroding the presumption of innocence and by allowing extraneous, prejudicial considerations to permeate the proceedings without subjecting them to the safeguards of confrontation and cross-examination.”\textsuperscript{275} In \textit{Long v. State}, a Florida district court ruled that courtroom observers wearing jackets embroidered with “Bikers Against Child Abuse” created an inherent prejudice among jurors considering the accused trial for child molestation and sexual battery.\textsuperscript{276} In each instance, a showing of public


\textsuperscript{274} 918 F.2d 828, 834 (9th Cir. 1990).

\textsuperscript{275} Id.

\textsuperscript{276} 151 So. 3d 498, 499 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2014). \textit{But see} Nguyen v. State, 977 S.W.2d 450, 457 (Tex. App.—Austin 1998, pet. granted), aff’d, 1 S.W.3d 694 (Tex. Crim. App. 1999) (the court found that spectators who wore large buttons portraying a color photograph of the deceased while they were in the courtroom where the jurors could see the buttons during the trial did not result in
opinion, much like that shared on group chat pages, was sufficient to find infringement on the defendant’s constitutional right to a fair trial.277

Although it is opinion based, those opinions, perhaps even more than the traditional news media, tends to carry the day.278 A study published in the International Journal of Public Opinion Research suggests a high degree of personal influence through social media.279 A more recent study found “individuals are becoming increasingly reliant on others in their online social networks for news recommendations and political information, and that their knowledge, opinions, and behaviors are affected by the information stream and social dynamics within these sites.”280 Social media has the same power to influence as traditional print and broadcast media.

Social media is content based. In many instances, its content is merely a republishing of traditional news media reports. It is not sensible for courts to distinguish between the potential prejudices of a report depending on the medium in which it is broadcast. Ignoring social media pretrial publicity violates the defendant’s constitutional rights.

Courts are incorrect in their assumptions as to why they should not subject pretrial social media publicity to constitutional scrutiny. The Supreme Court has held that courts may not discount the threat of technology because it is new.281 While there is a healthy sense of skepticism associated to social media, there is a significant amount of published content to which society ascribes a degree of credibility. And finally, today many users get their news

277 See Leblanc, supra note 187 (where signs outside the courtroom that read “charge Amber with Murder” were not sufficient to grant a change of venue).

278 See, e.g., John G. Browning, Digging for the Digital Dirt: Discovery and Use of Evidence from Social Media Sites, 14 SMU SCI. & TECH. L. REV. 465, 468 (2011) (citing examples of attorneys using Facebook statements to incriminate defendants in a criminal case, Twitterpics or YouTube videos to sway the court in a child-custody case, and LinkedIn testimonials to influence the outcome in employment litigation).


280 Id.

281 See Vieth v. Jubelirer, 541 U.S. 267, 312 (Kennedy J., concurring); see also Estes v. Texas, 381 U.S. 532, 541 (1965).
from social media, and to exclude social media content from consideration would result in a clear violation of constitutional rights.

There are identifiable concerns with social media. Briefly noted, it is often difficult to identify the source of published information. \textsuperscript{282} “Repeatage” can result in a game of “telephone,” diluting facts with each repost, \textsuperscript{283} and in
many instances the news people learn their news from a group of like-minded individuals leading to a skewed perception of opinion. The Supreme Court’s totality of circumstances test accounts for misperceptions and misinterpretation. This next section will explain how the constitutional evaluation for whether pretrial publicity demands a change of venue can effectively sift out the inherent flaws in social media publicity, thereby allowing courts to appropriately weigh its potential to cause actual or presumed prejudice among jurors.

B. The Totality of Circumstances Test Properly Contemplates Social

journalists have also used social media to gather background, ask questions, solicit story ideas, and crowdsource information for their reports.” Id. “Newsgathering now includes receiving and disseminating reports and video from people not affiliated with professional news organizations, sometimes without editing or fact checking.” Id. at 1548–49. If there is a lack of fact checking, it is likely that mistaken information will be published, then disseminated as truth. That mistaken information will continue to be passed along until the story is so far from the truth that it is hardly recognizable. For example, “there are stories of news reporters repeating Twitter hoaxes” as though they were truth. Id. at 1557. Anyone hearing those stories, who are unfamiliar with the correct story on Twitter, will assume that what they just heard from the reporter is the truth. Those individuals will then spread the mistaken story to others. “[L]arge communities are not necessarily self-correcting,” which should come as no surprise to anyone who has played telephone. Id. at 1558. Just playing with a few people inevitably leads to mistakes, imagine playing with hundreds of millions of people. “Given the amplifying character of the Internet and social media, and in light of the decline in authority of the institutional press, there is good reason to be concerned about the impact of uncorrected inaccuracy.” Id. at 1559.

284 Lili Levi, Real “Fake News” and Fake “Fake News”, 16 FIRST AMEND. L. REV. 232, 317 (2017) (discussing how fake news can spread so rapidly because people trust their Facebook “friends” more than traditional news media); Levi, Social Media, supra note 283 (“Readers do not automatically rely on the editorial judgment of professional newspaper editors even to create the front page. Instead, they depend on their friends and social media networks to recommend what news to follow.”). Id. at 1550–51. People are more likely to become friends with individuals who they have things in common with, and who share common interest. For example, people may become friends because they share a common political affiliation; they may be members of the Young Democrats or Republicans Club. This can cause potential danger when it comes to the spread of “fake news.” If Friend A posts a false story about a Presidential candidate that was unknowingly generated by a Russian bot, Friend B will see that story appear on their “wall” and may take it as true. Friend B may then repost that story so Friend C sees it. The cycle will continue until dozens of people now believe “fake news” to be the truth.

Media Bias

Four decades of Supreme Court precedent make clear that judges deciding motions to change venues must apply the totality of circumstances test to pretrial publicity.\(^{286}\) Under the test a court must look at: (1) the size and character of the community in which the crime occurred; (2) whether the stories contained confessions of other “prejudicial information of the type readers or viewers could not reasonably be expected to shut from sight;” (3) the time that elapsed between initial reporting of the crime and the trial; and (4) the fact that the jury acquitted the defendant of some of the charged crimes.\(^{287}\) This test can easily contemplate social media evidence.

Courts can easily apply the totality of circumstances test to claims of unfair pretrial publicity resulting from social media exposure. The relative newness of the medium is of little consequence in deciding whether to grant a change of venue. Given that a growing segment of the population gathers journalistic news from social media, social media is no different from the type of traditional news media the Court considered in previous constitutional challenges.

Social media as a medium is most distinct from traditional media in that a segment of the content is opinion-based, rather than news oriented. Opinion-based Facebook quotes and tweets are examples of the kind of opinion-based pieces that have been problematic for judges. The totality of the circumstances test however, is prepared to accommodate and inevitably dismiss, this type of evidence.

Consider State v. Cordoba, the case in tiny Wauseon, Ohio, where the victim’s family ran two Facebook In Memoria pages that were as the judge said “full of enmity and contempt” for the defendant.\(^{288}\) Absent proof of actual prejudice, these Facebook pages would probably not be sufficient to support a change of venue motion. Prong two requires that the judge ask whether the stories contained confessions or other “prejudicial information of the type readers or viewers could not reasonably be expected to shut from sight.”\(^{289}\) Understanding that typically, members of an emotionally charged community generate Facebook In Memoria, the court stated that they are not likely to prejudice the viewer or reader.\(^{290}\) It would be difficult, under the

\(^{286}\) See Id. at 382–84.
\(^{287}\) Id. at 382.
\(^{289}\) Skilling, 561 U.S. at 382.
\(^{290}\) Cordoba, 2017 WL 5629604, at *3.
circumstances, to prove presumed prejudice. If, however, upon voir dire, a judge discovers that In Memoriam or similar posts do prejudice enough of a jury pool that the court cannot impanel an impartial jury, then the judge has properly identified social media evidence that has challenged defendant’s right to a fair trial. Under the latter circumstances, a review is necessary because a court must consider any evidence that threatens the defendant’s Sixth Amendment right.

V. CONCLUSION

Social media content poses a constitutional threat to defendants’ rights equal to that of the traditional news media, and courts are violating defendants’ Sixth Amendment rights by failing to consider it. Concerns about social media’s features that are distinguishable from traditional media are misguided. Furthermore, the totality of circumstances test grants judges wide latitude to dismiss prejudicial social media pretrial publicity that lacks credibility or persuasiveness.

Biased reporting and juror perception were of paramount importance to the Supreme Court considering whether pretrial publicity justified a change of venue. Bias is inherent in social media and, therefore, warrants its consideration in change of venue motions. Juror perception is an integral factor in the totality of the circumstances test and demands that judges inquire into whether those called to sit on a jury can neutralize the social media information to which they were exposed.

Since the days of Alexander Hamilton and Aaron Burr, courts have recognized the media’s threat to justice. Along the way, the Supreme Court has contemplated new technology—first radio, then television. Today, the latest media—social media—poses the same threat to due process as does the “traditional media.” Ignoring social media evidence when deciding change of venue motions invades the unbiased sensibility of those who are asked to sit in judgment.